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When Callum Lynch explores the memories of his ancestor Aguilar and gains the 

skills of a Master Assassin, he discovers he is a descendant of the secret Assassins 

society. 
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MELODRAMA EVEN WITH STRONG POTENTIAL 

 

Despite its potential This movie had during their step in the pre-production drops and loses 

all its power at the final product. It had been over two hours long it would probably have 

been a stronger deepening and something that is mediocre and stereo typical. When Justin 

had written if the script, announced Marion that she was dissatisfied with the script, so in 

a couple of weeks set director together with its main roles to write about film for the better. 

    In addition to the young generation cast as Michael Fassbender and Marion Cottilard, 

we also have Brendan Gleeson, Jeremy Irons and Charlotte Ramp-fruits as the film extras. 

All five have reached a level of drama of high class and all established roles. But nothing 

works. The characters are primarily as cardboard characters and has the same function as 

the dialog that feels stiff and boring. There was nothing new to add in this film. For those 

that do not have played the game series, this series is based on, it try slowly embellish its 

problems. There will be no recess for the characters. 

    The series has a purpose behind its story, although this also it but it does not reach to a 

logical level which weigh down the film trying to mimic something that the successful 

series of games. Each character need different backgrounds and own objectives that drive 

them forward, explained it is clear here. The theme will be passed along with the story. The 

main problem with this film is the script, due deep and because it is the film's spine, enter-

tainment value as low.  It has some stylish stunts and action sequences, but the cinematic 

cinematographic feeling is presence a few times and becomes a pale copy and adaption to 

Ubisoft's game series. I would rather have liked to have seen a film on the longer playtime, 

then the script could have a better structure, by deepening itself better with the characters. 

For our character in this film has nothing to relate to. His building to be assassins feels 

weak and disinterested. There are some flashbacks at the beginning, which could 

have been removed or have been explained in a more visible manner. I am an experienced 

player of the Assassins Creed - games but the adventurous feeling is gone in this film. But 

that is not the end of the era of video-game adaptions, there will be many more, hopefully 

better than this.  


